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Abstract. The anisotropies of the mass loss by stellar winds, which lead to asymmetric nebulae, influence the loss of angular

momentum. Polar enhanced mass loss is embarking less angular momentum than isotropic mass loss, while equatorial mass
loss is removing more angular momentum. Thus, the evolution of a star and of its rotation is also influenced by the anisotropies.
We give the basic equations expressing the evolution of the angular momentum for a rotating star experiencing mass loss
by anisotropic stellar winds, with account for differential rotation, meridional circulation and shear diffusion. In the general
case, the outer layers must be studied with a time dependent boundary conditions. However, for low enough mass loss rates, a
stationary situation can be established at the stellar surface. It implies a positive Ω–gradient for polar mass loss and a negative
Ω–gradient for a dominant equatorial mass loss. At the opposite, for extremely high mass loss rates (like for LBV and WR
stars), the outer layers are removed before the torque associated to the anisotropies has the time to be transmitted inward.
We show that for the fastest rotating O-type stars (between 25 and 60 M and for an average rotation velocity during the MS
phase v ≥ 300 km s−1 ), the anisotropies of the mass loss may significantly influence the evolution of the stellar velocities and
may lead the stars to break–up.
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1. Introduction
Generally in stellar evolution, it is considered that “details”
concerning the stellar surface, like the anisotropies of the stellar flux, do not affect the internal stellar evolution. The well
known reason, as evidenced in basic textbooks, is that the outer
boundary conditions have less and less influence as we consider
deeper stellar layers. We shall show here that the anisotropies
of the radiation flux at the stellar surface may in some cases
significantly affect the evolution of a massive star.
The anisotropies of the radiation flux in a rotating star result
from the von Zeipel theorem (von Zeipel 1924; for the case of
differential rotation, see also Maeder 1999). This theorem essentially says that the local flux on a rotating star is proportional
to the effective local gravity geff . Thus, the flux is higher at the
pole and weaker at the equator, and so does also the effective
temperature T eff .
Such differences of T eff over the stellar surface also influence the local flux of mass loss (see also Pelupessy et al.
2000). Models of radiation driven winds from rotating stars
with account of 2–D and non–LTE effects have also been recently developed by Petrenz & Puls (2000). The analytical expressions of the theory of stellar winds on a rotating star have
?
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been developed by Maeder & Meynet (2000). The main result is that the mass flux shows large deviations from spherical symmetry, with 2 main factors causing the anisotropies:
1) The higher polar T eff favours polar mass ejections (geff –
effect). 2) The lower equatorial T eff may lead to larger opacities, thus favouring higher equatorial mass loss or even leading to an equatorial ring ejection (κ–effect). The relative
importance of these two effects depends on rotation and on the
average stellar T eff . In O–type and early B–type stars, the opacity is mainly electron scattering opacity and thus there is little
or no significant equatorial enhancement of the opacity, and
thus in general the main effect is the geff –effect, which leads
to bipolar outflows. An equatorial ejection with the formation
of an equatorial ring is likely to occur when the equatorial regions become cooler than T eff = 21 500 K (corresponding to
spectral type B1.5). Then there are rapid opacity growths or
jumps (called bi–stability limits) where the force multipliers
(see Lamers et al. 1995; Kudritzki & Puls 2000) characterising
the opacities undergo strong changes.
Most nebulae ejected by stars are asymmetric. This is the
case for the nebulae around LBV stars, like η Carinae or
AG Carinae (cf. Nota & Clampin 1997; cf. also Lamers et al.
2001), which show large bi–polar outflows or “peanut shaped”
nebulae. Asymmetries are also generally present in the nebulae
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around WR stars, in the shell ejection by Be stars and in the
planetary nebulae, etc. A polar ejection removes only a little
amount of angular momentum, while an equatorial ejection removes a lot of angular momentum. Thus, the amount of angular
momentum remaining in massive stars after a phase of heavy
mass loss depends very much on the anisotropies of the mass
loss rates. As rotation influences the output of stellar evolution
(cf. Meynet & Maeder 2000), we conclude that the anisotropies
of the stellar winds may in some cases also influence the course
of stellar evolution.
The object of this work is to give the basic equations for
accounting for the anisotropies of the stellar winds, in a way
consistent with the equations expressing the transport of angular momentum by meridional circulation and shears. We want
also to make some numerical tests to examine the feasibility of
the proposed scheme and to explore some first consequences
of the anisotropies of the mass loss. Section 2 gives the basic
equations for the general case. Section 3 examines some stationary solutions. Section 4 gives the expression of the external
torque in the case of anisotropic wind compared to the case of
isotropic wind. In Sect. 5 we make some numerical tests and
illustrations.

2. The basic equations for the outer stellar layers
The basic equation for the conservation of angular momentum
for a stellar layer is (cf. Zahn 1992)


 1 ∂ 
1 ∂  4
∂Ω 
∂  2 
4

ρr Ω = 2
ρr ΩU(r) + 2
(1)
ρνr
 ·
r
∂t
5r ∂r
r ∂r
∂r
The quantity Ω is the average angular velocity over the considered isobar. The so–called approximation of shellular rotation
is made, it assumes that Ω is essentially a function of r, because the differential rotation on an isobar is small. The physical reason for this assumption rests on the strong horizontal turbulence in a differentially rotating star. Indeed, I am not fully
convinced that the currently used coefficient of horizontal turbulence, as proposed by Zahn (1992), is high enough to garantee the homogeneity of the angular velocity on an equipotential. Thus, the basic physics and assumptions underlaying the
derivations of this coefficient are being re–examined (Maeder
2002). This appears to result in a new expression for the coefficient of horizontal turbulence, which happens to be at least one
order of a magnitude higher. As a consequence, the assumption
of shellular rotation as originally proposed by Zahn (1992) will
be reinforced.
The above equation expresses that the change of angular
momentum of a certain mass element in a star results from the
transport by the meridional circulation with a velocity U(r) and
from the turbulent diffusion with a coefficient ν. If U(r) and ν
are zero, this equation just says that the specific angular momentum r2 Ω of a mass element remains constant. The expression for U(r) is that given by Maeder & Zahn (1998) and for ν
by Maeder & Meynet (2001).
If the anisotropic stellar winds remove some matter, for example, at the pole, the lack of mass, say the “hole” at the pole,
will be filled almost instantaneously by some material moving

horizontally on the equipotential and bringing its angular momentum. Indeed, the timescale for this compensation is very
short. It is the local dynamical timescale, of the orders of hours
or days at most in massive stars. Thus, the equation of the surface will always be an equipotential, given for example by the
Roche model. However, in the above example the polar mass
loss removes less angular momentum than the corresponding
amount of mass lost spherically. Let us call L̇excess the difference of the angular momentum lost by unit of time between
an anisotropic stellar wind and a spherical wind for the same
amount of mass loss in a star of given angular velocity Ω
L̇excess (Ω) = L̇anis (Ω) − L̇iso (Ω),

(2)

where L̇anis (Ω) and L̇iso (Ω) are the rates of losses of the angular
momentum by the anisotropic and isotropic winds respectively;
these are negative values.
Whether anisotropic mass loss is present or not, the basic
Eq. (1) for the conservation of angular momentum remains the
same in the stellar interior. The external torque L̇excess (Ω) due
to an anistropic mass loss is only directly acting on the outer
surface layer. This means that the modifications of the system
of equations only concern the outer boundary conditions. Of
course indirectly, the change of boundary conditions can affect
the internal distribution of Ω(r), the patterns of meridional circulation, the evolution, etc.
Focusing on the outer boundary conditions, we integrate
Eq. (1) over the last thin shell of mass Mshell centered at a
level r just below the stellar surface. We get with account for
the anisotropic loss of angular momentum by stellar winds at
the surface,

∂Ω 3
4π 4
d 
ρr ΩU(r) − 4π ρνr4
+ L̇anis . (3)
Mshell Ω r2 = −
dt
5
∂r
2
We can derive the left hand side term

d  2
d 
Ωr ,
Mshell Ω r2 = Ṁshell Ω r2 + Mshell
(4)
dt
dt
where the first term on the right corresponds to the rate of the
loss of angular momentum taken by the isotropic mass loss. If
we assume that the mass ejected spherically is just embarking
its own angular momentum, one has the equality
2
(5)
Ṁshell Ω r2 = L̇iso .
3
Now, if we substract this isotropic component on both sides of
Eq. (3), we get
d  2
∂Ω 3
4π
+ L̇excess . (6)
Ω r = − ρr4 ΩU(r) − 4π ρνr4
dt
5
∂r 2
If U(r) > 0, the circulation removes angular momentum from
the outer shell to bring it toward the interior; if ∂Ω
∂r > 0,
the diffusion does the same. In addition, there is a contribution 32 L̇excess , which may be positive or negative, because the
anisotropic mass loss may take away less or more angular momentum than the spherically symmetric case.
For polar mass loss, the contribution to the rotation of the
outer shell is positive, i.e.
Mshell

3
L̇excess > 0,
2

(7)
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because |L̇anis (Ω)| < |L̇iso (Ω)| in this case. This means the following: the removal of some mass by polar stellar winds embarks less angular momentum that for an equivalent spherical
mass loss. Thus, this is as if we add some angular momentum
on the last remaining layer. Conversely, for equatorial mass loss
we have
3
L̇excess < 0.
(8)
2
In this case, the equatorial mass loss pumps more angular momentum than the equivalent spherical mass loss and this accelerates the braking of stellar rotation. In Sect. 4 below, we
give the appropriate expression for L̇excess in the general case
of anisotropic mass loss.
We insist on the fact that Eq. (6) is not just a mathematical
trick to account for the anisotropic mass loss, but it closely corresponds to the physical conditions in the case of anisotropic
mass loss. Let us, for example, consider the case of polar enhanced mass loss. As said above, the mass removed by stellar winds at the pole will be almost instantaneously replaced
by a flow of material coming from equatorial regions on the
equipotential. This material will have more angular momentum than the average material on the equipotential and thus
it exerts a positive torque on the surface layer, enhancing its
rotation. The strong horizontal turbulence rapidly smears out
the effect of this torque on the considered equipotential. We do
think that this one dimensional treatment of a physical problem, which by essence is two dimensional, is a correct although
simplified representation. The two hypotheses, a) of the instantaneous replacement of the matter on a surface layer and b) that
this layer is preserving its equipotential shape, do not seem unreasonable in view of the considered dynamical timescales. Of
course, very critical would be the presence of magnetic field
which would introduce some coupling of the surface layer both
upwards with the ejected matter and downwards with the layers
below, as well as horizontally on the equipotential. In this context, let us note that Eq. (6) can also be applied in stars, which
are slowed down by magnetic braking. In this case the quantity
L̇excess is the torque exerted by the magnetic field.
There is an additional problem in massive stars. If the mass
loss is high, the outer layers are removed before the transport of
angular momentum by circulation and turbulent diffusion has
the time to bring the angular momentum inward. The condition
for the transport of angular momentum to occur is that the characteristic time tΩ for the readjustement of Ω(r) by circulation
and diffusion is shorter than the caracteristic timescale t Ṁ for
mass loss, i.e.
tΩ < t Ṁ .

(9)

.
For an outer shell of mass thickness ∆M, one has t Ṁ ' (−∆M
Ṁ)
Usually in stellar interiors, the meridional circulation is more
efficient that turbulent mixing to transport the angular momentum. However, as shown below in Sect. 3.2, the thermal
timescale at the surface of massive stars becomes so small that
the departure from thermal equilibrium in rotating stars will
not contribute to the driving of circulation, thus U(r) = 0 is a
good approximation at the stellar surface. Thus, one may write
2
. Thus, the condition (9)
for the characteristic time tΩ = (∆r)
ν |∆Ω|
Ω
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means that the actual mass loss rate Ṁ must be smaller in absolute values than a critical mass loss Ṁcrit ,
Ṁcrit = −

∆Ω

ν ∆M ∆Ω
= −4π ρ r2 ν Ω ·
Ω ∆r ∆r
∆r

(10)

Thus, if this condition is not realised the external torque L̇excess
will have no effect, since the layers will have been lost before
they are able to transfer toward the interior the excess or lack of
angular momentum which is applied at their surface. From the
numerical example discussed in Sect. 4, we may estimate that
the order of magnitude of Ṁcrit is of the order of −10−5 M yr−1
which corresponds to an initial mass of about 100 M . This
means that in the most massive stars, as well as in LBV and
WR stars, the mass loss rates are so high that there is little or
no transfer of the excess (or lack) of angular momentum into
the underlaying layers. Thus, the effects due to the anisotropic
mass loss are likely not important for the internal evolution
of these extreme stars, provided they have no magnetic field.
However, the anisotropies of mass loss will of course shape the
ejected nebulae.

3. Stationary solutions

3.1. Zahn’s solution
This solution applies to the outer boundary of the radiative zone
in solar type stars, which have an external convective zone.
An asymptotic regime, where the wind properties vary only
slowly, on a time long with respect to the characteristic time of
meridional circulation is considered by Zahn (1992). He also
assumes, which is well verified, that the momentum of inertia
of the boundary layer is negligible, so that the flux of angular momentum is nearly constant with depth. Thus, the time
derivative in Eq. (6) is zero. In addition, Zahn assumes that
the angular momentum transported by the turbulent viscosity is
negligible with respect to the advection, an assumption which
is also verified in the interior. Thus, one has
∂Ω
= 0.
(11)
∂r
From Eq. (6) one is left with
U(r) =

15 L̇excess
·
8π ρr4 Ω

(12)

The two Eqs. (11) and (12) form, according to Zahn, the outer
boundary conditions of the internal radiative zone in models of
solar type stars. We note that if L̇excess = 0, then U(r) = 0 and
with ∂Ω
∂r = 0, one has again the two boundary conditions usually
employed in stellar models, (cf. Talon et al. 1997; Meynet &
Maeder 2000).
If L̇excess < 0, as it would be produced for example by the
magnetic braking in solar type stars, then one has U(r) < 0
near the outer edge of the radiative zone. This means that the
lack of angular momentum at the edge will be compensated by
a meridional circulation flow descending along the polar axis
and ascending at the equator. It may be surprising to have a
non zero U(r) at the outer boundary. But as pointed by Zahn
(1992), there is no problem since in solar type stars the outer
convective zone allows the return of mass and its conservation.
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3.2. Boundary conditions for upper Main Sequence
stars
Future works will tell us whether the above boundary conditions are well appropriate for solar type stars. In the case
of Main Sequence (MS) stars with outer radiative layers, the
above boundary conditions do not apply for two reasons.
Firstly, with a non zero value of U(r) the return of mass is not
insured; one cannot consider that the mass loss insures the mass
continuity, because stellar winds in massive stars are present independently of the sign of U(r). Secondly, we may not consider
that ∂Ω
∂r = 0, since the positive or negative torque exerted by
L̇excess in the case of anisotropic stellar winds will create a gradient of Ω in the outer layers. Thus, more appropriate boundary
conditions have to be found.
The content of angular momentum of the outer shell is relatively very small, or in other words there is no possibility of
stockage in the outer shell. Thus a situation of equilibrium may
be reached between the gain (or loss) L̇excess of angular momentum due to the anisotropic loss and the transport due to advection or diffusion toward (or from) the deeper layers. Thus,
we consider that in the external shell the time derivative in the
first member of Eq. (6) is zero and we have
1
∂Ω
3
·
L̇excess = + ρr4 ΩU(r) + ρνr4
8π
5
∂r

(13)

In the deep interior, it is well known that meridional circulation is the most efficient process for transporting the angular momentum. However, this is not necessarily the case very
close to the stellar surface. Indeed, meridional circulation results from a departure from thermal equilibrium on an isobar,
which drives some motions. However, close to the stellar surface, the timescale for thermal adjustment is
ttherm ∼

(∆r)2 3κρ2 cP (∆r)2
∼
,
K
4acT 3

(14)

where K is the thermal diffusivity. The timescale ttherm may become smaller than the local dynamical time tdyn ∼ √1Gρ . Let us
examine the ratio of these two timescales

1 
5
ttherm  3κcPG 2  ρ 2
2


∼
(15)
 3 (∆r) .
tdyn
4ac
T
To know how the pressure P is varying close to the surface, we
divide the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium by the equation
of radiative equilibrium. This leads to
dP 16πacGMT 3
=
·
dT
3κL

(16)

For electron scattering opacity, this gives P ∼ T 4 . One also has
βP = µmk H ρT , where β is the ratio of the gas pressure to the total
pressure P. Thus T 3 ∼ ρβ and
3
ttherm
∼ βρ 2 .
tdyn

(17)

At the stellar surface, ρ and β go to zero, which shows that
the thermal time scale becomes shorter than the dynamical
timescale. Thus, near the stellar surface a departure of thermal

equilibrium will be restored very quickly by radiative transfer,
without requiring the driving of circulation currents like the
meridional circulation. Therefore, one of the boundary conditions at the surface radius R is just
U(R) = 0,

(18)

and thus from Eq. (13), one has
∂Ω
3 L̇excess
=
·
∂r
8π ρνr4

(19)

Equations (18) and (19) form the appropriate outer boundary
conditions for stationary situations in stars with radiative layers
near the surface. One sees that if L̇excess > 0 (polar ejection),
one has Ω growing with r at the edge of the star. This is what
is expected, since then some rotation is added at the boundary
and is thus able to diffuse toward the interior. This is consistent
with the fact that at the surface the main transport of angular
momentum is by diffusion, since as we have seen U(R) = 0.
Conversely, for a dominant equatorial mass loss or for magnetic
braking, we shall have ∂Ω
∂r < 0 and the diffusion of angular
momentum toward the exterior will be favoured. Consistently,
if L̇excess = 0 we have again the usual conditions U(R) = 0
and ∂Ω
∂r = 0.
As shown by Eqs. (9) and (10), the mass loss rates must
not be too large in order that the outer layers are not removed
before they have had the time to transport the angular momentum. This requirement is even much more severe for an equilibrium stage to be established and we may estimate that mass
loss rates smaller by about 2 orders of a magnitude with respect
to Ṁcrit are necessary for this. In view of the estimate given after Eq. (10), this means that the mass loss rates must likely be
smaller than ∼10−7 M yr−1 , which corresponds to stellar mass
lower than about 15 M . These are rough estimates and future
grids of models may further precise these values.

4. The difference of angular momentum losses
between anisotropic and isotropic winds
We need now to express the quantity L̇excess appearing in the
previous sections. According to the definition, one has


h
i

 I˙anis (Ω)
˙
˙
˙
− 1 , (20)
L̇excess = Ianis (Ω) − Iiso (Ω) Ω = Ω Iiso (Ω) 
˙Iiso (Ω)
where I˙iso (Ω) and I˙anis (Ω) are the time variations (negative
values) of the momentum of inertia due to the mass loss by
isotropic and anisotropic stellar winds respectively. The momentum of inertia Iiso (Ω) in a shell between the radii r1 and r2
in a star rotating with angular velocity Ω is
Z
Iiso (Ω) = 2π
0

π

Z

r2

r1

r4 (Ω, ϑ)ρ sin3 ϑ
dϑdr.
cos 

(21)

For a thin spherical shell of radius R and mass ∆M, Iiso is just
the usual expression
Iiso =

2 2
R ∆M.
3

(22)
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In a rotating star, the radial direction does not in general coincide with the normal to the surface (direction of the gravity).
The angle  between the radial direction and the direction of
the effective gravity is a function of Ω and ϑ, it is given by
!
1
1
8 2
geff · r
2
= 2
− ω x(ω, ϑ) sin ϑ ψ− 2 (23)
cos  = −
|geff · r|
x (ω, ϑ) 27
with
ψ= −
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(cf. Castor et al. 1975; Lamers et al. 1995; Puls et al. 1996),
which characterize the stellar opacity, may vary over the stellar
surface since the temperature and gravity are varying,


"
# α1
1
 ∆ Ṁ(Ω, ϑ) 
L(P)
geff [1 + ζ(ϑ] α

 ' A
∆σ
4πGM? (P) (1 − ΓΩ (ϑ)) α1 −1
anis
with

!2

8
1
+ ω2 x(ω, ϑ) sin2 ϑ
x2 (ω, ϑ) 27
!2
8 2
ω x(ω, ϑ) sin ϑ cos ϑ .
+
27

(24)

The effective gravity geff includes the effect of the gravitational
potential and centrifugal force, but not the effect of radiation
pressure (cf. Maeder & Meynet 2000). The rotation parameter ω is the fraction of the angular break–up velocity. The quantity x(ω, ϑ) is the ratio of the radius at colatitude ϑ with respect
to the polar radius Rpb at break–up velocity. (Remark: the exact
value of the polar radius Rp (ω) also slightly depends on rotation
through the structural equations; this effect is accounted for in
the numerical models.) The value of x(ω, ϑ) is a solution of the
equation of the stellar surface in the Roche approximation for
given values of ω and colatitude ϑ, i.e.
Rp (ω)
4
1
+ ω2 x2 (ω, ϑ) sin2 ϑ =
·
x(ω, ϑ) 27
Rpb
r(Ω, ϑ)
with x(ω, ϑ) =
rp

(25)
2

and

3
Ω reb
·
ω =
GM
2

(26)

reb is the equatorial radius at break–up. The time variation of
the momentum of inertia by a star which loses mass at a rate Ṁ
over its actual surface Σ is
Z
˙Iiso (Ω) = 2π r2 (Ω, ϑ) sin2 ϑ d Ṁ.
(27)
Σ

The quantity d Ṁ is defined by the local mass flux. Usually
an isotropic mass flux is considered in the stellar wind theory.
However, for the reasons expressed in Sect. 1, the mass loss in a
rotating star is anisotropic. Depending on whether we consider
the isotropic or anisotropic cases, we have


 ∆ Ṁ(Ω, ϑ) 
dσ,
(28)
d Ṁ = 

∆σ
iso/anis
where dσ refers to the surface element on the rotating star.
Thus, the corresponding expression for the time variation of
the momentum of inertia is in the isotropic or anisotropic case

Z π
 ∆ Ṁ(Ω, ϑ) 
r4 (ϑ) sin3 ϑ


dϑ.
(29)
I˙iso/anis (Ω) = 2π
∆σ
cos 
0
iso/anis
The expression for the anisotropic mass flux has been obtained
by the application of the stellar wind theory to a rotating star
(cf. Maeder & Meynet 2000), by taking into account the variations of T eff and effective gravity with latitude and the change
of the local Eddington factor. Also, the force multipliers k and α

1

A = (kα) α

1−α
α

! 1−α
α

·

(30)

The Eddington factor ΓΩ (ϑ) in a rotating star must be defined
in an appropriate way, i.e. as the ratio of the local flux to the
limiting local flux. In this way, we have (cf. Maeder & Meynet
2000)
ΓΩ (ϑ) =

κ(ϑ) L(P)[1 + ζ(ϑ)]
F(ϑ)

,
=
Flim (ϑ) 4πcGM 1 − Ω2
2πGρm

(31)

where ζ(ϑ) expresses the deviation from von Zeipel theorem
due to differential rotation. This factor is in general small and
Ω2
) is the rehere we neglect it. The mass M∗ = M(1 − 2πGρ
m
duced mass, which takes into account the reduction of the
˙
gravitational potential by rotation. The ratio I˙anis (Ω) in Eq. (20)
Iiso (Ω)
becomes
R π x4 (ϑ)  ∆ Ṁ(Ω,ϑ) 
sin3 ϑdϑ
∆σ
0 cos 
I˙anis (Ω)
anis
 R
= 
·
(32)
π x4 (ϑ)
∆ Ṁ(Ω)
I˙iso (Ω)
sin3 ϑdϑ
∆σ

iso 0

cos 

Thus, we have established the various equations necessary to
calculate Eq. (20).
We need however make some further comments on the normalisation constants intervening in the expressions for the mass
flux. Let us first consider the isotropic case. With the above notations, the total mass loss rate can be written


Z π 2
 ∆ Ṁ(Ω) 
r (Ω, ϑ)
 2π
sin ϑdϑ.
(33)
Ṁiso (Ω) = 
∆σ iso
cos 
0
For Ṁiso (0) at zero rotation, we take an expression of the mass
loss rates derived observationally (cf. Kudritzki & Puls 2000;
Vinck et al. 2000, 2001). To account for the fact that the observed relation is also based on rotating stars, we multiply the
empirical values by a factor 0.8 (cf. Maeder & Meynet 2000)
to get the average mass loss rates at zero rotation. Now, we
need to obtain the global mass loss rate Ṁiso (Ω) for the rotation
velocity considered. For that we use Eq. (4.29) by Maeder &
Meynet (2000), which expresses the average global increase of
the mass loss rates due to rotation
(1 − Γ) α −1
Ṁ(Ω)
=h
i α1 −1 ·
Ṁ(0)
Ω2
−
Γ
1 − 2πGρ
m
1

If Ω = 0, this ratio is of course equal to 1. The ratio
4 v
9 v2crit
2

(34)
Ω2
2πGρm

'

with a very good approximation. Here vcrit is the usual

expression of the critical velocity. Since now Ṁiso (Ω) is known
quantitatively,
 we may easily get from Eq. (33) the local mass

∆ Ṁ(Ω)
, necessary to calculate Eq. (32).
flux ∆σ
iso
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There is one more normalisation to do. For the anisotropic
mass loss rate, we have

Z π
 ∆ Ṁ(Ω, ϑ)  r2 (Ω, ϑ)


sin ϑdϑ.
(35)
Ṁanis (Ω) = 2π
∆σ
cos 
0
anis
Indeed,
 for the anisotropic mass flux we can write in a compact
= B f (Ω, ϑ), where we put in the term B all
form ∆ Ṁ(Ω,ϑ)
∆σ
anis

the coefficients which do not depend explicitely on ϑ. Thus, we
have
Z π
f (Ω, ϑ)r2 sin ϑ
dϑ.
(36)
Ṁanis (Ω) = 2πB
cos 
0

Now, we impose
Ṁanis (Ω) = Ṁiso (Ω)

(37)

and in this way we can fix the value of B in Eq. (36) in a manner
which is consistent with our definition of L̇excess in Eq. (2).
In the numerical calculations we have checked that with these
prescriptions the star is losing exactly the same amount of mass
in the corresponding isotropic and anisotropic cases.
Now, with these various equations, we can express L̇excess
in Eq. (20), which is necessary for the time dependent outer
boundary condition (Eq. (19)).

5. Tests of the method and first evolutionary
consequences
Here, we make some first numerical tests for the MS evolution
of a fastly rotating 40 M star, with an initial rotation velocity
vini = 500 km s−1 . This value of the initial rotation leads to
an average rotation during the MS phase of 440 km s−1 in the
anisotropic case and to 320 km s−1 in the isotropic case. For
this stellar mass, the opacity during the MS phase is produced
by electron scattering. This means that we consider a rotating
star where the anisotropy of the mass the flux given by Eq. (30)
behaves like geff . As a consequence, the higher effective gravity
and T eff at the pole imply an enhanced polar mass ejection.
Other models of lower T eff with an equatorial ring ejection, like
expected for Be stars, and the various instabilities it may create
(like an equatorial convective torus due to Solberg– Hoiland
criterion) will be investigated in a further study.

5.1. Remarks on the accuracy
Care has to be given that the radius given by the integration of
the equation of stellar structure for rotating stars as given by
Meynet & Maeder (1997) is not the polar radius appearing in
1
3
V) 3 where V is the volume of the
Eq. (26), but a radius r∗ = ( 4π
distorded star. For most velocities, this radius r∗ is equal to the
radius r(P2 ) at an average latitude given by P2 (cos ϑ) = 0, where
P2 is the second Legendre polynomial. At ω = 0.80, r∗ is larger
by 0.7% than r(P2 ) , at ω = 0.90, the difference reaches 1.7%.
In usual models, a very accurate description of the Ω– and
µ–gradients at the edge of the convective core is necessary, because this determines the transport of chemical elements and
mixing. When anisotropic winds are included as here, we need

Fig. 1. Evolution of the size and shape of a 40 M with an initial rotation velocity of 500 km s−1 during its MS phase. The average rotation
during the MS phase is 440 km s−1 . The evolutionary stage is indicated
by the value of the central hydogen content Xc . We notice the stellar
oblatness and its increase during evolution.

in addition to have a very accurate description of the Ω(r)–
profile near the stellar surface, so as to properly describe the
inward transport of angular momentum by diffusion and circulation. This requires very thin shells near the stellar surface, as
well as very short time steps, which enormously increases the
computation time.
In practice, we have found that in order to obtain results
which are strictly independent of the time steps ∆t (which is
more than desirable!), it is necessary that within one ∆t, the
star loses only a small fraction of the outermost shell mass,
∆t <

4πr2 ρ ∆r
·
Ṁ

(38)

Thus, high mass loss rates Ṁ imply very short time steps. We
have found that typically time steps of the order of a few 10 yr.
are necessary for the above model. This means that we need
more than 105 (!) individual stellar models to cover the MS
phase of massive stars.

5.2. Stellar shape and mass flux
Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the shape of the model star
during its MS phase. We notice the growth of the stellar radius
and the increase of the flattening of the star as it is moving away
from the zero age sequence. At the middle of the H–burning
phase, the ratio of the equatorial to the polar radius is about 1.2.
The variation of geff over the stellar surface shown in Fig. 1
leads to the anisotropy of the mass flux (see also Pelupessy

et al. 2000). The changes of the mass flux

∆ Ṁ(Ω,ϑ)
∆σ

as a
anis

function of the colatitude ϑ are illustrated in Fig. 2 for the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the anisotropy of the mass flux given by Eq. (30)
with colatitude during the MS evolution of a 40 M star with an average velocity of 440 km s−1 . As the masses fluxes are changing with
stellar luminosity and T eff , they are normalised in each case to the average value (which is close but not identical to the value at ϑ = 1.0
radian). The horizontal axis is the colatitude ϑ in radian, i.e. the pole
is to the left, the equator to the right.

Fig. 3. Numerical tests showing the convergence of Ω(r) near the surface towards a curve with a gradient given by Eq. (19). The sense of
evolution is bottom up, with time steps of 2000 yrs. The model has
60 M with an initial velocity of 300 km s−1 . To make the evolution
of the gradient visible in this test, we apply the external torque L̇excess ,
but keep the mass constant to enable the model to reach a stationary
situation.

corresponding evolutionary stages during the MS phase. We
notice that despite the fact that there is no change of opacities over the stellar surface, the anisotropy is becoming rather
large. In the present example, we see that the polar flux becomes equal to about 2.5 times the equatorial flux.
Such anisotropies are sufficient to produce asymmetric
nebulae around hot star (cf. Lamers et al. 2001; Maeder &
Desjacques 2000). For a star approaching the break–up velocity, the ratio of the polar to the equatorial geff may even become larger. However, at the same time the equatorial opacity
would grow a lot and the resulting changes of the force multipliers, in particular of α, would also drive some strong equatorial ejection. Some models of ejected shells have been made by
Maeder & Desjacques (2000).

of Ω(r) near the surface as the boundary condition (19). As
a test, we have made some numerical calculations with small
time steps and a high number of shells near the surface of a
60 M model at the beginning of the MS phase with an initial v = 300 km s−1 . We account for the complete Eq. (6) at
the surface and apply the torque L̇excess corresponding to the
anisotropic mass loss which would normally exist. However, in
order to test the boundary condition (19) we arbitrarily keep the
total stellar mass constant.
Figure 3 shows some successive distributions of Ω(r) near
the stellar surface with time intervals of 2000 years. We notice the convergence of Ω(r) toward a limiting curve in a few
thousand years. As expressed by Eq. (19), for a polar enhanced
mass loss we have ∂Ω
∂r > 0 and this is what we observe in Fig. 3.

5.3. Test of the boundary condition due to an external
torque
In a stationary situation the boundary condition given by
Eq. (19) determines a certain value of ∂Ω
∂r at the stellar surface
corresponding to the torque L̇excess . This Ω– gradient can be
established over a certain thickness in the very outer layers,
only if the mass loss is low enough (cf. Eq. (10)), so that the
concerned layers have not been ejected. Thus, such stationary
situations do not apply to OB stars, but to lower mass stars and
in particular to solar mass stars in case of magnetic braking.
In a star with no or little mass loss, the application of the
full Eq. (6) should lead to the same result for the behaviour

In addition, we verify that the value of the slope ∂Ω
∂r corresponds
to that given by the stationary boundary condition (19). The
time necessary for establishing a stationary situation is in this
case of the order of about 6000 yr, i.e. much longer that the time
step ∆t = a few 10 yr. during which one layer is going away.
This shows that the boundary condition given by Eq. (19) may
offer a consistent solution, only if the mass loss is very small. In
particular, in lower mass stars there is largely enough time for
a stationary gradient to be established by diffusion and circulation currents, because the considered layers are almost staying
indefinitely in the star.
For O and early B–type stars, it is necessary to apply the
full Eq. (6) for the boundary condition on the transport of angular momentum, with very thin shells and small time steps as
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mentioned above. A positive Ω– gradient may appear over a
number outer layers as a result of a positive external torque. Of
course, the full Eq. (6) must be applied to the extreme non stationary situations, like those of the LBV stars, where the Ω and
Γ limits can be reached (cf. Maeder & Meynet 2000), or to the
case of Be–stars where an equatorial shell ejection may occur.
Finally, we note that when a positive gradient ∂Ω
∂r like that
in Fig. 3 can be established, it also influences the meridional
circulation in the outer layers. U(r) is zero at the surface, but
it can become positive over a small interval below the surface,
before becoming negative in somehow deeper layers due to the
Gratton–Öpik term (cf. Meynet & Maeder 2000) and positive
again in the deepest radiative layers surrounding the convective core. In this case, there could be 3 cells of meridional circulation between the core and the surface. The two cells with
U(r) > 0 are rising along the rotational axis, while the intermediate cell with the negative U(r) is descending along the polar
axis. Thus, the account for an external torque may modify the
pattern of circulation currents.
The positive Ω–gradient which arises from polar mass loss
enhances the stability with respect to the Solberg–Hoiland criterion for convective–like instabilities in rotating stars. Thus,
the positive ∂Ω
∂r resulting from polar mass loss in OB stars
brings no peculiar structural problems. This would not be true
for equatorial mass loss. In this case, the negative Ω–gradient
created by the equatorial mass loss may, according to the
Solberg–Hoiland criterion, lead to convective instabilities in
the outer equatorial layers. Such problems will be considered
in a future work in relation with the case of Be–stars.

5.4. First evolutionary consequences
We examine some evolutionary consequences of the
anisotropic mass loss with the above model of a 40 M
with the standard Pop. I composition Z = 0.02 and X = 0.705
with vini = 500 km s−1 . The mass loss rates for zero rotation are
those by Vink et al. (2000), which are much smaller than those
by Lamers & Cassinelli (1996) used in Paper V (Meynet &
Maeder 2000). Equation (34) is applied to get the global mass
loss rate corresponding to the actual rotation at each time
during evolution.
Due to the polar enhanced mass loss in O–stars, there is
less angular momentum lost for the anisotropic than for the
isotropic mass loss. As a consequence, the internal distribution
of Ω(r) is slightly flatter for models with anisotropic winds than
for models with isotropic winds. The reason is simple: since
there is less angular momentum removed in the anisotropic
winds of OB stars, the difference of Ω between the surface and
the center is slightly smaller. However, these effects are small
and the mixing of the chemical elements is the same in the two
types of models.
Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the equatorial rotational velocity v at the stellar surface for the isotropic and
anisotropic cases during the MS phase. The case of a rotating star with the same initial velocity of 500 km s−1 , but without mass loss, is also shown, (this is not a model with solid
body rotation; shear diffusion and meridional circulation are

Fig. 4. Evolution as a function of time of the rotational velocity during
the MS phase of a 40 M star model starting with an initial rotation
of 500 km s−1 . Three cases are represented, from top to bottom: the
case of a rotating star without mass loss, the case of anisotropic (polar)
mass loss and the case of isotropic mass loss. The two cases of no mass
loss and anisotropic mass loss reach break–up and are here stopped
slightly before this stage.

accounted for in this model). We notice the large differences
in the evolution of v between these 3 cases. The standard case
of isotropic mass loss leads to a fastly decreasing velocity, because the isotropic mass loss is taking a lot of angular momentum away as shown by Meynet & Maeder (2000). The growth
of the mass loss rates as the star is evolving makes the decrease of v faster as the evolution proceeds. At the opposite,
a model of massive star without mass loss rapidly reaches the
break–up velocity. The reason is that the stellar concentration
increases and the total momentum of inertia is decreasing. As
a matter of fact, this last case leads to results which are not
very different from those of a solid body rotating model (cf.
Langer 1997), because in massive stars with a high rotation the
internal coupling by circulation is very efficient. As we may
have expected, the case of anisotropic mass loss is intermediate
bewtween the case of no mass loss and that of isotropic mass
loss. The difference between the isotropic and anisotropic cases
is growing with time.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the ratio ΩΩc of the
angular velocity to the critical angular velocity for the same
3 cases shown in Fig. 4. We see that, after an age of 4 × 106 yr,
this ratio is fastly decreasing for the isotropic mass loss, because due to the lower T eff of the model the mass loss rates are
rapidly increasing. At the end of the MS phase, at an age of
5.8 × 106 yr the rotation velocity is only about 100 km s−1 .
The case of the rotating model without mase loss is reaching the break–up velocity. Interestingly enough the model with
anisotropic mass loss is also reaching the break–up velocity
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the ratio ΩΩc during the MS phase of a 40 M star
model with an initial rotation of 500 km s−1 . The three cases of Fig. 4
are represented.

at an age a bit larger than in the previous case. Thus, the account for anisotropies makes here a big difference with respect
to the case of isotropic mass loss: instabilities may be generated, heavy mass loss will result, an equatorial shell will be
ejected and the further evolution may be rather different.
The influence of the anisotropic mass loss is in general
higher for faster rotation, also its importance is varying with
stellar mass. For lower stellar masses, the mass loss rates are
smaller and thus all the effects related to mass loss are smaller,
including the effect of anisotropies. For very high masses with
very high mass loss rates, it happens as discussed in Sect. 2
that the most external layers are removed before they have the
time to convey the extra–torque toward the stellar interior. Tests
show that the internal effects of anisotropies are negligible at
120 M , as well as in LBV and WR stars which have very
high mass loss rates. At 60 M and for an average MS velocity of 300 km s−1 , the difference of velocity at the middle
of the MS for the two cases of isotropic and anisotropic mass
loss amounts to about 20 km s−1 . Basically, these first tests indicate that the effects of mass loss anisotropies are significant
between 25 and 60 M when the average velocity on the MS
is larger than 300 km s−1 . Further grids of models will include
the effects of anisotropies and explore their size over the HR
diagram.
If a star during its evolution reaches a rotational velocity
close to the break–up velocity, this will enhance the mass loss
according to Eq. (34). Thus at lower metallicity Z, the stars
have initially less mass loss due to weaker stellar winds, and
thus they may reach the break–up velocity. Paradoxically this
will produce enhancements of the mass loss rates, which may
become very large for stars close to the Eddington limit.
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Fig. 6. HR diagram for various cases of MS evolution of a 40 M at
Z = 0.02. The 3 cases of zero, anisotropic and isotropic mass loss
with an initial rotation velocity vini = 500 km s−1 are considered. In
addition, a case with zero rotation (and isotropic mass loss) is shown.
The two models with vini = 500 km s−1 and anisotropic mass loss or no
mass loss are followed only until they reach the critical velocity. When
the luminosity is log L/L = 5.46, the central hydrogen content is for
the models from the left to the right Xc = 0.421, 0.467, 0.458, 0.505.

Let us also remark that for massive stars with large
enough Γ, i.e. Γ > 0.639, the break-up velocity is even reached
for ΩΩc < 1, a situation which was called the Ω– or the ΩΓ–limit
(cf. Langer 1997; Maeder & Meynet 2000). At the ΩΓ– limits, the star may undergo extremely high mass loss rates, which
may appear as outbursts. Detailed modelisations of such events
may be interesting. Let us finally mention that at the ΩΓ– limit,
the expressions (30) and (34) well describes the growth of the
mass flux and of the overall mass loss, because in this case
the process is a radiative one. On the contrary, at the strictly
speaking Ω–limit (i.e. when Γ is smaller than 0.639 and that
the instability is reached only due to the fact that ω = 1.0), the
mass loss is not due to the radiation field and there is no detailed prediction for the mass loss rate in this case, although it
is likely that the star keeps at the verge of the break–up limit
(cf. Langer 1997).
Figure 6 shows the HR diagram for the 40 M model with
v = 0 km s−1 and mass loss, and with vini = 500 km s−1 for the
3 cases of isotropic, anisotropic and zero mass loss. We recall
that in general there is an increase of the lifetimes produced
by fast rotation, since the reservoir of available hydrogen is increased by rotation. In the present case, the MS lifetime until
Xc = 0 is 4.5605×106 yr. for the model with vini = 0 km s−1 and
it is 5.7806×106 yr. for the the model with vini = 500 km s−1 and
isotropic mass loss, i.e. 27% larger. The various tracks show
significant differences. In the case with v = 0 km s−1 , the track
is similar to those shown by Meynet & Maeder (2000). For
vini = 500 km s−1 and isotropy, the track is going upwards to
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higher luminosity due to the strong mixing and the associated
growth of the core. This model is keeping at a higher T eff , because mixing is bringing to the surface a lot of helium which
lowers the opacity. The two models which reach critical velocity are shifted to the red due to the large atmospheric extension due to high rotation. These two models are followed here
only until they reach their critical velocity, because the evolution and tracks for the star models reaching break–up very
much depends on the way the losses of mass and angular momentum are treated in the critical phase. This will be further
studied in forthcoming papers. For now, we just note that when
the luminosity is log L/L = 5.46, the central hydrogen content
is larger for the models shifted to the right, i.e. from the model
with zero rotation to the models with the highest rotation and
therefore highest internal mixing. The stronger mixing keeps
the central hydrogen higher.

6. Conclusion
The anisotropic mass loss by stellar winds is a complex 2–D
problem, which influences stellar evolution. Here, we have devised a relatively simple method to treat carefully this problem
within the context of the current 1–D stellar models.
We conclude that the anisotropic mass loss may play a significant role in the evolution of the fastest rotating OB stars.
The polar enhanced mass loss rates make their rotation velocity faster during MS evolution and this may lead some stars
close to the break–up limit.
For the stars with very high mass loss rates above
10−5 M yr−1 , as is the case for OB stars with masses higher
than 60 M , for WR stars and LBV stars, the anisotropic mass
loss will shape and determine the evolution of the surrounding nebulae (Lamers et al. 2001), but will have little effect on
the internal evolution, because the extra–torques due to the
anisotropies have not the time to be transmitted inward by
shear turbulence and circulation before the concerned layers
are ejected.
For rotating stars with T eff lower than about 21 000 K,
an equatorial ejection may occur and have important consequences for the further evolution of the stellar angular momentum and for the instabilities oin the outer layers.
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